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Matchday 17 (25th February 2015) 

 
 

Premier Division 
 

Leaders Bullets showing a depth of strength with Tom Pomej winning three 
and team mates Fred Bodeau and David Champneys with two apiece against 
third placed Dynamos Richard and Matt Caddy and Dennis Hayden, to win 7-
3. For Dynamos one each for the Caddy Brothers plus the doubles win for 
Richard Caddy and Dennis Hayden to earn Dynamos a point. 
 
Hang Em High came away with Maximum points against Game Changers. 
With trebles from Paul Brinkhurst and Andrew Sharland plus two for Eric 
Smith. For Game Changers Mike Day a singles win and the doubles win for 
Angus Ogg and Paul Reed. Final score 8-2. 
 
Bats came out on top in their match with One Hit Wonders. Two wins each for 
Bob Hoare and Les Hopkins plus one for George Mariner. Bob and Les 
combined to win the doubles and with it the match six games to four. For One 
Hits. A treble for junior Luke Gallagher plus one for Lynne Trussell. 
 
 
Division One 

 
Leaders Lindfield Thunderbolts were pushed all the way for their 6-4 win over 
Paddlers with two each for Charlie Hough and David Metcalfe plus one for Jim 
Griffin. In the doubles, David and Charlie had to pull out all stops to defeat 
Lyle Cyster and Nooch Staplehurst in the fifth set to win the match. For 
Paddlers Lyle Cyster a treble and Nooch Staplehurst with one. 
 
Wanderers had a good 6-4 win over Magiks veterans Mel Sims, Tony Turk 
and Alistair Blue. A treble for Ray Parker and two from Marcin Andrzejewski 
with Ray and Marcin winning the doubles. For Magiks, two for Mel Sims and 
one each for Alistair Blue and Tony Turk. 
 
The bottom two teams in division one Tigers and X Men had a real battle with 
six games going all the way. X Men started the matches  tonight  one point 
behind Tigers but with their  7-3 win, ended the evening two points ahead in 
the battle by both teams to avoid relegation. For X Men a real team effort with 
trebles for both Tim Grant and John Bridger with Tony Pells getting one. For 
Tigers one each for Kath Owston and Samantha Monk. Samantha Monk and 
Andy Steel combined to win a very important doubles 13-11 in the fifth for a 
very valuable point. 
 

 
Division Two 

 



The score line of 8-2 to leaders Bashers against Parents Unite does no justice 
to the very close match that had half the games going to Bashers in the fifth 
set. Bashers Luke Allum was two down in the first game but came back to win 
in the fifth. The second game saw Kate Bridger also winning in the fifth. For 
Bashers a treble for Luke Allum and two each for the Bridger sisters Annabel 
and Kate. To gain Maximum points Bashers needed to win the doubles, while 
Parents Unite needed to win for a point. Again the match went to five sets with 
Annabel Bridger and Luke Allum winning 12-10 in the fifth. For Parents Unite 
the two wins came from the improving Peter Dunsby who defeated both 
Annabel and Kate Bridger. 
 
Another deceiving score line saw Ashenground winning 9-1 over Spin 
Masters. Trebles for both Cathy Seiderer and Chris Slade plus two for Shirley 
Williams. For unlucky Spin Masters the lone win came from Luca 
Christophersen. This win for Ashenground could give them the runner up spot 
in Division Two. 
 
Another all junior team Boys United with, Peter Booth, Jack Ashworth and 
Noah Loncar defeated Pingwins 6-4. For Boys United two each for Peter 
Booth and Noah Loncar with Jack Ashworth winning one. To earn the win 
Noah and Peter defeated Pingwins Jim Allum and Rupert Browning in the 
doubles. Junior Keigo Burnham (Pingwins) was the only player with a treble 
while team mate Jim Allum won one. 
 
Report by Brian Taite 
 
 
 
 


